Homogeneous PCR nucleobase quenching assays to detect four mutations that cause neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis: T75P and R151X in CLN1, and IVS5-1G>C and R208X in CLN2.
The neuronal ceroid lipofuscinoses (NCLs) are a family of autosomal recessive lysosomal storage diseases characterized by progressive epilepsy, dementia and visual loss. The juvenile form of the disease (onset age 4-8 years with visual loss) is usually caused by mutations in the CLN3 gene, but some cases have been shown to be due to specific mutations in the CLN1 or CLN2 genes, which are usually associated with NCL with onset in infancy or late infancy, respectively. The CLN1 mutations T75P and R151X, and the CLN2 mutations R208X and IVS5-1G>C, are found in many NCL patients with a juvenile presentation that is not due to CLN3 mutation. We have developed and validated a set of assays for these mutations using PCR followed by differential melting of a fluorescently labeled oligo probe, on a Roche LightCycler platform. The nucleobase quenching phenomenon was used to detect probe hybridization. The tests were validated using alternate assays: PCR followed by allele specific restriction enzyme digestion for the CLN1 mutations, and PCR followed by sequencing for the CLN2 mutations. The homogeneous PCR method gave 100% concordance of results with the alternate methods. This new assay, combined with a test for the common 1 kbp deletion in the CLN3 gene, provides a set of DNA-based assays suitable for detection of the most common mutations causing NCL with onset in the juvenile age range.